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California Boring Inc. is Southern California’s most experienced horizontal directional drilling provider
with over 20 years in the industry. We provide horizontal drilling services for communications, sewer,
water, cable television, electrical, solar, and natural gas companies.
Horizontal directional drilling has become contractors and utility companies preferred method of installation for small and large diameter pipeline. California Boring can provide you with the necessary
horizontal directional drilling equipment and personnel to complete your project on time. Schedule
permitting, we have the capability to provide you with over 10 drill rigs. All of our employees are
highly experienced locators and operators, as well as being very safety conscious and complete OSHA
30 training.
At California Boring we pride ourselves in our ability to provide our customers with the level of service
they have known to expect. We value the relationships we have developed over time with our many
return customers. From our drilling crews, office staff, mechanics, and management we invite you to
give us the opportunity to show you how California Boring will strive to become your HDD provider.

Complete Underground Services:
California Boring’s underground division is a complete turnkey solution providing all the necessary services
required to complete your projects.

Utility Installation
Our highly experienced underground crews have the capabilities of handling all your wet and dry utility
requirements. From planning to final installation, no job is too small.
Potholing
Our state-of-the-art potholing equipment increases overall project production with minimal site disturbance, safely and efficiently. Our vacuum excavation method minimizes the risk of utility damage. All field
verified utilities are documented for type, location, depth, size, quantity, and ground conditions.
Saw Cutting and Coring
Our highly experienced cutting and coring crews offer flat sawing, hand sawing, and core drilling in both
asphalt and concrete.
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California Auger Boring is an industry leading trenchless
company that specializes in Jack and Bore installations. Innovation and engineering solutions are a direct result of a
leadership with a 45 year history in the industry.
California Auger Boring can effectively install in all soil types
or any combination of soils such as sand, cobbles, rock, and
fluid conditions with typical installations ranging from 8”
to 84” diameter and as long as 1000 feet. Our fully guided
steering system has a proven track record of offering precise
control over line and grade, eliminating the need for a pilot
tube, saving time and money.
California Auger Boring has the equipment and proven experience to offer hand mining solutions in soil that traditional
mechanical methods are ineffective or cost prohibitive.
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Since 2010, California Locating Services has been providing locating and video inspection of sewer/storm drain
lines of a variety of sizes. We have extensive experience
that range from a single house/business location using
our push camera method, to an entire neighborhood or
city projects using our Lateral Launch Method.
Our Lateral Launch cameras are state-of-the-art equipment with the LISY system that will inspect 4” and larger
lateral lines from the mainline using a steerable pan & tilt
launch camera. CCTV inspections can also utilize our software technology to collect and analyze a variety of data
from within sewer systems.
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